
Leadership Development
Programs in North Carolina:

What Do They Do?
by Jack Betts

A number of leadership programs exist in North Carolina, with broad

goals of developing individual skills and improving the community, the
state, and the region. But how do these programs work, and do they
succeed? Do leadership development programs really develop new
leaders, or do they simply recognize existing leaders? Do leadership
programs reach all the people they should, and what are the advantages

and disadvantages of leadership programs in North Carolina?

When Cole Campbell moved to
Greensboro in 1983,  he didn't
know much about the city that he
would cover as a reporter and an

editor for the  Greensboro News & Record.  So when
the opportunity came to learn more about the city,
he took it. He signed up for Leadership Greensboro.

Shannon St.  John runs a community founda-
tion in the Research Triangle Park,  and went
through Leadership Durham,  the town where she
lives .  Because she works with regional concerns,
she went through the Leadership Raleigh program
as well. She found the two useful enough to take
on the job of designing a new regional leadership
program.

Bob Northington grew up in Winston-Salem,
spent most of his professional career in business
there,  and had been a Republican member of the
Winston-Salem Board of Aldermen for nearly a
decade when he decided a little training on the side
might help .  He went through Leadership Winston-
Salem.

The year Dershie McDevitt was president of
the Asheville Junior League and her husband Larry

was mayor,  she didn't have much time for outside
activities. She had been heavily involved in the
community and public affairs for years,  but it was
tradition for the head of the Junior League to take
some civic training in Leadership Asheville. She
signed on and went through the program.

Jack Nichols was no stranger to Raleigh pub-
lic life in 1989. He had long been active in
Democratic Party affairs,  in neighborhood groups,
in Boy Scouts,  and on a host of statewide issues.
He was already an alumnus of the N.C. Institute of
Political Leadership, and he had just started a new
law firm the year before.  Nichols was so involved
as a community leader that he didn't have time for
a community leadership program .  But he enrolled
in the Leadership Raleigh program anyway be-
cause, he says,  he realized there were some facets
of the community he didn't know as much about as
he wanted to-business ,  local arts programs, and
new community projects.

These five are just a handful of the hundreds
of North Carolinians who each year devote a siz-

Jack Betts is editor  of  North Carolina  Insight.
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able chunk of their time and energy to enter pro-
grams designed to teach them about their com-
munities ,  give them some leadership skills they
may not have,  and introduce them to people they
may not know.  The idea is to create a framework
of knowledge and a network of community leaders
who know how to solve problems and get things
done.

"For me,  it was very valuable because I came
to Greensboro as a reporter and quickly became an
editor,  and I didn't know all these people other
than having read about them in the paper," says
Campbell,  recently promoted to the paper's parent
headquarters in Norfolk,  Va. "So it was valuable
to me in a number of ways."

McDevitt,  on the other hand,  had spent years
in Asheville and knew the community well, but
still found the Leadership Asheville experience a
help to her and a benefit to the community. " It has
succeeded in getting people involved at all differ-
ent levels of our community," says McDevitt.
"People work together in all sorts of places-at
United Way,  on school boards,  on local water and
sewer bond committees,  in the arts- and they are
able to do that much more effectively now."

Adds Nichols of Raleigh, "They were not
trying to create a new political cadre. We did not
address partisan issues,  the nuances of elections,
or how to run campaigns. But we were very
heavily involved in learning more about public
issues and the needs of Raleigh and Wake County."

What Is a Leadership Program?

T he idea for local community leadership pro-
grams started in Philadelphia in 1959. Two

years later,  after Savannah,  Ga., joined in, there
still were only two in the nation.  But the idea
bloomed in 1969 after a planeload of community
leaders in Atlanta crashed and wiped out a genera-
tion of that city ' s leaders.  Leadership Atlanta was
born in an effort to create a new corps of leaders
for the city ,  and Atlanta 's model has been adopted
by scores of cities across the nation.

In the last decade,  the idea has taken root in
North Carolina .  Leadership programs in North
Carolina have been sponsored by local chambers
of commerce,  by local colleges and universities,
by nonprofit  groups and educational institutions,
and by quasi-public agencies specializing in eco-
nomic development.  All the major cities, many of
the medium-sized ones,  and even largely rural
counties have started leadership development pro-
grams of one sort or another.  Each year they turn

out hundreds of graduates who have a stake in
solving community ,  statewide ,  and regional prob-
lems.

Campbell,  who has worked on Leadership
Greensboro's program committee since his class
completed the course in 1988,  sees four main goals
of programs such as Leadership Greensboro: (1)
providing certain leadership skills that participants
don't have; (2) familiarizing members of the pro-
gram with pressing needs and events in the city;
(3) getting up-and -coming leaders familiar with
existing community leaders; and (4)  creating a
network of people from all over the community
who know one another and who can cooperate to

ON BECOMING A LEADER-

I would argue that more leaders
have been made by accident,
circumstance ,  sheer grit ,  or will
than have been made by all the
leadership courses put together.
Leadership courses can only teach
skills .  They can't teach character
or vision - and indeed they don't
even try. Developing character
and vision is the way leaders
invent themselves.

- WARREN BENNIS

solve community problems and decide on future
public issues.

"The point is not to develop leadership from
scratch, but to draw participants toward community
service and leadership.  It's not to take people and
make leaders of them,  but to take people and
implant in them a sense of public service and
obligation to do what they can,"  notes Campbell.

Prior to Greensboro ' s first leadership class in
1977,  there was no formal leadership program.
Community leaders rose through the ranks of or-
ganizations like the Greensboro Junior League and
the Greensboro Jaycees,  an unusually active ser-
vice club that at one point produced four future
mayors of Greensboro and a number of city council
members.  But these organizations are structures
that  allow  talented individuals to rise to positions
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of leadership, rather than machines that set out to
develop leaders from the raw materials of citizens.

Tog Newman, who runs Leadership Winston-
Salem, says that's not really the point of leader-
ship programs. "Leadership Winston-Salem is not
a leadership  development  program," she says. "We
target established leaders, and there is no empha-
sis on training. We do emphasize discussion of
community history and emerging problems, and
we do emphasize networking." In fact, the net-
working element is a hallmark of the Winston-
Salem program. Alumni of that group meet regu-
larly to broaden their outlook and knowledge of
the community.

Northington, the city alderman who had been
on the board for years before he went through the
program, says it was an eye-opener for him. "While
I had been on the city council for nine years or so
when I went through Leadership Winston-Salem,
I met many people that perhaps I never would
have known, and I learned a huge amount about
Winston-Salem, things I thought I already knew
but found out that I didn't. Some of these things
[housing, hunger, race relations] were.the sort of
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things that you really didn't always want to know
about, because they were difficult problems. There
was a great deal of intensity, and a lot of conflict
within the class as we learned about these things."

The sessions, which in most programs require
at least one day per month over a nine-month
period, involved frank discussion that was nearly
always stimulating even if it wasn't always pleas-
ant, says Northington. He values the knowledge
gained in such programs as highly as he does the
contacts with other leaders, particularly through
the alumni programs of Leadership Winston-
Salem. "Those understandings and contacts have
made things better-sometimes easier, sometimes
harder-but in all cases, I'm a better city council-
man for having been a part of it," says Northington.

These leadership programs all are based on a
recognition that neither government alone nor the
private sector working in isolation can meet com-
munity needs and solve urban problems, notes H.
Smith Richardson Jr., whose father's foundation
created the nationally-acclaimed Center for Cre-
ative Leadership in Greensboro. "A number of
communities are recognizing that problems com-

The Southern Growth Policies  Board and  the Tennessee Vailey Authority  announce
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A Step -by-Step Manual for Ladersldptievelopment  in the South

WHAT IS OUR  PURPOSE?

The mission of LEADERSHIP  WINSTON -SALEM is
the continued Improvement of our community.
We furnish opportunities for direct and personal
communications among leaders and we promote
pwarenem of our community's  major current Issues.

I understanding of our problems and of each other,
and appreciation for our differing views and
contributions to WinstonSalem.  We advocate for
a better community without taking a position
en npeerfic issues.
To achieve this mission LEADERSHIP  WINSTON-
SALEM:
1. Identifies and selects each year a  class of 35

to 40 established leaders represcndng all
segments of the community from applications
received from throughout the community.

2. Educates and exposes these leaders to issues
and differing points of view  by means of an
intenshe program.  This program explores major
current Issues in Winwon-Salem, how our
community functions,  how decisions arc being
made,  and who the decision makers are.

3. Motivates these leaders to adopt a community-
wide perspecthc in their own leadership roles.

4. BuIlds an ongoing network of active alumni and
furnishes them a program identifying current
community Issues and focuses on major topics
of concern.

with people,  places and issues in such topics at
education,  the economic envrto not cm,  government
and the political proem health and human
services ,  criminal justice ,  race relations and the
quality of life.
The programs,  planned by experts In the topic met,
are designed to explore how the community
functions,  focusing on current decsion-making and
decision makers,  and to expose the participants to
mdely drfenng polnts of view.

WHO  QUaLIEZES
AS A PARTICIPANT?

Anyone who has demonstrated leadership ability
in civic, religious, community  or professional
endeavors Each duns of participants will represent
a cross section of the community - business, lobo
education ,  the professions ,  health are, human
services,  government,  elected officials,  nonprofit
agencies,  community volunteers,  neighborhood
leaders, black,  white,  male andfemale. LEADERS
WINSTON-SALEM  will seek to represent all sego
the WuutonSalem/Forsyth County  community.

HOW WUXTHE PROGRAM HELP
PARTICIPANTS TO BE MORE EFFECTIVE

COMMUNITY LEADERS?

It mil offer a base of Information and experience
upon which partrcipanrs can-

heighten their awareness of communrtyymblems
• incense their capability to influence dec ision-
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Leadership appears to be the art
of getting others to want to do
something you are convinced
should be done.

- VANCE PACKARD

munities  face today can only be dealt with by a
joint citizen-government effort whether it's the
problems of drugs, or education, or anything else.
And I think you'd call that a need for leadership
more than  anything else," says Richardson.

That need for leadership is one reason why
there are a number of leadership programs or per-
sonal development programs with strong leader-
ship elements to them at work in North Carolina.
These programs go well beyond producing com-
munity leaders (see sidebar, pages 56-58, for a
list). Some of these program operate on  the national
scene, while others are statewide, some are regional,
and some are strictly local.

For instance, the Center  for Creative Lead-
ership , with offices in Denver, Col., and San Di-
ego, Cal., in addition to Greensboro, offers man-
agement and leadership training programs around
the world. Its researchers are in the forefront
internationally in studying and publishing on the
subject. The Center has trained corporate leaders,
military officials, government  managers, and
nonprofit leaders, for example, with a stated mis-
sion  "to improve the practice of management in
commerce, government, education and public
service," says marketing manager Patricia A.
Wegner. CCL's programs include special training
for school principals, for executive women, for
human service administrators, and for nonprofit
managers, just to name a few of the center's of-
ferings.

Another national program with strong North
Carolina ties is the  W.K. Kellogg Foundation of
Battle Creek, Mich., which each year selects a
group of up to 50 individuals from around the
country to participate in three-year fellowships
that emphasize learning in fields outside the par-
ticipants' primary profession, leadership growth,
and personal growth in fields of particular  interest.
In recent years, the foundation  has named a num-
ber of North Carolinians to the fellowships, such
as Delores Parker of Greensboro, who has worked

with the homeless in that city; Pam Silberman of
Raleigh, a legal aid attorney working in the health
care field; and Jane Kendall of Raleigh, a nonprofit
executive who is developing a center to provide
services to nonprofit organizations in North
Carolina.

The North Carolina Institute of Political
Leadership , located in Wilmington,  is an unusual
statewide program that offers specialized training
in public issues, specific communication skills,
and political strategies and skills, to rising politi-
cal leaders of varying backgrounds. The institute,
says Richardson, "is unique. They have a very
concrete program to give information and the
skills to participants to enter political life actively.
It's the first and only attempt I know of to interest
better people in being involved in state politics
and state affairs." Recent graduates of the institute
include Bob Hensley of Raleigh, a Democrat who
knocked off Rep. Betty Wiser (D-Wake) in the
1990 Democratic primary and won a seat in the
N.C. House of Representatives, and Larry Linney
of Asheville, a Republican who ran for the state
House but lost.

The Rural  Economic Development  Center,
which is partly funded by North Carolina taxpay-
ers, has developed  a Rural Leaders Program
held at regional universities and a  Rural Institute
at UNC-Chapel Hill to develop better-informed
and trained rural leaders. The center began
graduating rural leaders in 1989 after it developed
a program with the Kenan Center at the University
of North Carolina In Chapel Hill. Billy Ray Hall,
the center's director, says the programs are pilots
to test how well rural leaders can be trained, and
observes, "It's harder to identify and train rural
leaders than the urban leaders" because of a vari-
ety of factors including such problems for partici-
pants as distance, transportation, work hours, and
other commitments.

The Kenan Center also conducts specialized
management  and training programs for business
leaders and executives, working closely with the
School of Business Administration. And the

I must follow the people. Am I
not their leader?

- BENJAMIN DISRAELI
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HOW LEADERS THEMSELVES VIEW WHAT IT IS THEY DO -

Leadership as Persuasion:  "A leader is a man who has the ability to get other people

to do what they don't want to do, and like it."  - HARRY TRUMAN

Leadership  as Influence by Example:  "Clean examples have a curious  method of
multiplying themselves."  -GANDHI

Leadership as Revolutionary Expression:  "The art of the politician . . . consists in

the correct appraisal of the conditions and the moment when the vanguard of the
proletariat can successfully seize power...."  -LENIN

Leadership  as Master  of Circumstance:  "If we do not  win, we will blame neither
heaven nor earth but  only ourselves."  - MAO

Institute  of Government at UNC-Chapel Hill,
while it does not conduct a leadership develop-
ment program, does provide numerous specialized
management training programs for municipal and
county employees, officials, and elected leaders.
Such training programs are designed for city and
county managers and department heads, public
school superintendents and principals, social ser-
vices administrators, and others. Role-specific
instruction is provided to many others, including
mayors and council members, county commis-
sioners, district attorneys, judges, and local gov-
ernment staff members specializing in finance,
personnel administration, and planning. John
Sanders, director of the Institute of Government,
points out that "nearly all the people we teach are
in public service, full-time or part-time," and that
participation may not be voluntary because many
local government managers may require their
employees to attend an Institute of Government
course.

There also are leadership programs designed
for special audiences such as minority leaders
(Focus on Leadership in Charlotte and Challenge
Greensboro, for example), for women (such as the
programs run by the N.C. Women's Political
Caucus), and for leaders among senior citizens

(Leadership Asheville Seniors, for example, and a
similar new program in Wilmington). And, of
course, there are numerous programs at academic
institutions that deal with leadership generally,
including the N.C. Fellows Program at UNC-
Chapel Hill, Davidson, and N.C. State, the Duke
Leadership Program at Duke University, and a
new leadership program at Appalachian State
University, but this article mainly deals with
leadership training for adults.

In addition, there are a number of local eco-
nomic growth programs-like one called
Wilmington Excellence or another called Greens-
boro Vision-that seek to promote healthy devel-
opment in an orderly fashion. These programs
also have leadership elements to them but are not
leadership programs per se.

What  Do Program Participants Do?

W hat these programs have in common is a
goal of enabling new leaders to come up

with solutions to problems, to develop community
consensus on how it wants to grow or provide
health care or build new roads, and generally to
improve the economic, social, environmental, and
cultural atmospheres of their communities. But
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Leadership as Interpretation of "the Sense of the Community" and with a Moral

Element:  "Practical leadership ... must daily feel under its own feet the, road that

leads to the goal proposed, knowing that it is a slow, a very slow, evolution to wings,

and that for the present, and for a very long future also, Society must  walk....  In

the words of the master Burke, 'to follow, not to force, the public inclination-to give
direction, a form, a technical dress, and a specific sanction, to the general sense of
the community, is the true end of legislation.' That general sense of the community
may wait to be aroused, and the statesman must arouse it, may be inchoate and
vague, and the statesman must formulate and make it explicit. But he cannot and he
should not do more."  - WOODROW WILSON

Source: Barbara Kellerman, "Leadership As A Political Act"

in Leadership: Multidisciplinary Perspectives

bringing together the diverse elements to accom-
plish those goals is difficult, whether you define
"community" as local, state, national, or interna-
tional. John Gardner, founding chairman of
Common Cause and author of the 1989 book  On
Leadership,  has pointed out that in many commu-
nities, the mostprominent and most capable citizens
may not have a broad view of the communities'
needs, but instead focus their time and energies
"tending the machinery" of their jobs' That is, they
spend most of their time and creative energy in
their professions and on their families, and rela-
tively little on public affairs and community or
regional affairs.

This makes for dispersed leadership, with in-
dividuals who are very good at what they do, but
not good at community leadership, says the
National Civic League's Carl M. Moore. The
irony is that "as the best and brightest individuals
become better and better at what they do, they get
farther and farther way from a sense of commu-
nity-a feeling of connectedness-with either the
community at large or each other."2 And that's why
many community leadership programs seek to
create a network of knowledgeable leaders who
can help each other. "Underlying these goals,"
says Moore, "is the assumption that increased

knowledge about the community, coupled with a
network of affiliations, will enable the graduates
to be more effective participants in the civic life of
the community (i.e., serve effectively on the non-
profit boards and commissions that are critical to
the community's health)."

Nichols of Raleigh found this to be particularly
true. Though he had been heavily involved in a
number of community activities, Nichols realized
that he didn't know many people in business or in
economic development organizations. But mid-
way through the Leadership Raleigh program, he
realized the converse was true as well-that many
business people didn't know that many people in
the legal profession or in politics. "A lot of them
were active in business, but not in public policy
and political things," recalls Nichols. "They were
just the opposite from me, so we were coming at it
from opposite quarters. They [Leadership Ra-
leigh] needed all of these people to make it work."

Where once there were but a handful of com-
munity leadership programs, there now are hun-
dreds nationally and scores across North Carolina.
The typical model for community leadership pro-
grams is a group of 25 to 30 rising community
leaders, roughly between the ages of 25 and 50.

-continued on page 59
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Leadership Programs  at Work  in North Carolina

A variety of leadership programs and institutes are at work in North Carolina and
in the United States, helping train current and future leaders with a variety of
programs, goals, and techniques. Here is a sampler of different types of programs and
contacts for those programs, with emphasis on those operating in this state.

A. Community Leadership Programs.  There are at least two different types of
community leadership programs at work in the country. They have similarities but may
belong to one of two national umbrella groups:

The American Leadership Forum (ALF), which works closely with the National
Civic League, 1601 Grant Street, Suite 250, Denver, Col. 80203 (303-832-5615). The
ALF has no current community programs in North Carolina, but operates in Denver and
in several other cities.

The National Association for Community Leadership (NACL), which works closely
with the American Chamber of Commerce Executives. The NACL is located at 525 S.
Meridian Street, Suite 102, Indianapolis, Ind. 46225 (317-637-7408). A number of
organizations in North Carolina are affiliated with this group. They include, but are not
limited to:

Program

Leadership Asheville
Leadership Asheville Seniors
Leadership Haywood
Leadership Hendersonville
Leadership Madison
Leadership Transylvania

Leadership Carteret

Leadership Charlotte

Focus on Leadership
(Charlotte)

Contact

UNC-Asheville
Department of University

Relations
One University Heights
Asheville, NC 28804-3299
(704) 689-4599

Carteret County Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 1198
Morehead City, NC 28557
(919) 726-6350

UNC-Charlotte
Urban Institute
Charlotte, NC 28223
(704) 547-2307

Johnson C. Smith University
P.O. Box 1100
Charlotte, NC 28216
(704) 378-1015

Leadership Durham

Challenge Greensboro

Durham Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 3829
Durham, NC 27702
(919) 682-2133

Greensboro Education and
Development Council

1010 Homeland Avenue ,  Suite 104
Greensboro, NC 27402
(919) 271-8124  - continued
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Leadership Programs in North Carolina,  continued

Leadership Greensboro

Leadership High Point

Leadership Raleigh

Leadership Triangle

Wilmington Leadership Institute
Adult Scholars Leadership Program

Greensboro Area Chamber of Commerce
330 South Greene Street
Greensboro, NC 27401
(919) 275-8675

High Point Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 5025
High Point, NC 27262
(919) 889-8151

Raleigh Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 2978
Raleigh, NC 27602
(919) 833-3005

Greater Triangle Community
Foundation

P.O. Box 12834
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
(919) 549-9840

UNC-Wilmington
Office of  Special Programs
Wilmington, NC 28403-3297
(919) 395-3193

Leadership  Winston-Salem Winston-Salem Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 1408
Winston -Salem , NC 27102
(919) 725-4451

B. Statewide Leadership Programs .  There are several private and public statewide
programs operating in the leadership arena. They  have varying purposes,  some dealing
with future political leaders, some with rural leaders, and some with giving specialized
training to municipal and county leaders, both elected and appointed. These organizations
include:

Governor's Executive
Management Program

N.C. Department of
Administration

116 W.  Jones St.
Raleigh, NC  27603-8003
(919) 733-7232

N.C. Agricultural Extension
Service

Leadership Development Institute
Advisory Leadership Conference

N.C. State University
Home Economics Extension
P.O. Box 7605
Raleigh , NC 27695-7605
(919) 737-2770

-continued
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Leadership Programs in North Carolina,  continued

N.C. Institute of N.C. Institute of Political
Political Leadership Leadership

P.O. Box 5248
Wilmington, NC 28403
(919) 256-8511

N.C. Rural Economic N.C. Rural Economic Development
Development Institute Center

Rural Leaders Program 201 New Bem Avenue
Rural Institute Raleigh, NC 27601

(919) 821-1154

Public Managers' Program Office of  State Personnel
116 W.  Jones St.
Raleigh , NC 27603-8003
(919) 733-7108

University of North Carolina The Kenan Center
at Chapel Hill UNC-Chapel Hill
Executive Institute Campus Box 3445

Chapel Hill, NC 27599
(919) 962-3243

University of North Carolina Institute of Government
at Chapel Hill UNC-Chapel Hill
Institute of Government Knapp Building 059A

Chapel Hill, NC 27599
(919) 966-5381

C. Regional and National Leadership Programs withNorth Carolina Ties.  While
these organizations do not focus solely on leadership development in any one region,
they have strong ties to the state or have had a large number of participants from North
Carolina. These organizations include:

The Center for Creative Leadership Center for Creative Leadership
5000 Laurinda Drive
P.O. Box 26301
Greensboro, NC 27438-6301
(919) 288-7210

The Kellogg National Fellowship W.K. Kellogg Foundation
Program 400 North Avenue

Battle Creek, MI 49017-3398
(616) 969-0413

South LINK 2000 Southern Growth Policies Board
Leadership Development in the South P.O. Box 12293

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
(919) 941-5145
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Tuition for a participant can be as low as $50 and
as high as $1,500; fees may be paid by an em-
ployer or by the participant; scholarships or fee
waivers may be available for those who cannot
pay, but most often a participant's employer will
foot the bill. That raises questions about how
many leaders from across the community a lead-
ership program can attract if an employer usually
pays the cost. Many community leaders may not
hold a salaried position; others may work for orga-
nizations that can't pay the tab.

But businesses themselves find it makes good
business sense to send employees through such
programs. What do they get out of it? "Several
things," says Nita Fulbright, who runs the Lead-
ership Raleigh program at the Raleigh Chamber of
Commerce. "It's to a company's advantage to be
part of a better community, so that's one reason.
And some companies have employees that they
want to develop into better leaders. So companies
gain a lot from these programs."

Typically, participants spend one working day
and perhaps one weekend day per month during a
nine-month period. The program
may begin with a weekend re-
treat for orientation, may involve
up to 60 hours of training-per-
haps including an outdoor confi-
dence- and trust-building session
based on the Outward Bound
model-and may end with a
graduation banquet or another
weekend retreat. The regular
day-long sessions usually include
speakers and presentations in a
class-like setting as well as field
trips. Sessions may focus on
social services, education, law
enforcement, health care, human
relations, growth planning, and
on individual skills like stress
management, communications
and public relations, problem-
solving, and effectively serving
on a nonprofit board.

Particularly useful both as a
training tool and as a service
benefit in a number of North
Carolina programs are class
projects aimed at solving a
problem or fulfilling a commu-
nity need. For instance, Jack
Nichols' Leadership Raleigh
class examined transportation

planning for the rapidly-growing area of Durham,
Chapel Hill, Cary, and Raleigh. The group de-
cided to press for creation of a Triangle Transit
Authority to plan transportation needs and to fund
projects. The 1989 General Assembly approved
the proposal after Leadership Raleigh partici-
pants lobbied for it.3 And in Greensboro, par-
ticipants in the program there set up a free medical
clinic operating in the evening hours to provide
medical services to the poor and to the homeless.
Leadership Greensboro participants based it on a
similar service operating in Raleigh.

The projects, the networking, and the training
in community history and needs have had other
results as well. For instance, alumni of the Lead-
ership Asheville program recently resolved a
problem over the local animal shelter, which had
come under fire for its handling of animals and for
its operating procedures. Graduates of the lead-
ership program quietly made contacts with other
alumni in a position to help, and collaborated on a
proposal to provide a new source of funding and
resolve disputes over how the shelter was run.
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These programs have demonstrated their ef-
fectiveness in a variety of ways, and at least one
program graduate thinks they can do more.
Shannon St. John, executive director the Greater
Triangle Community Foundation, is designing a
new program for the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill
area aimed at solving  regional  problems and "to
help bring together the three communities of the
Triangle." St. John says the new program, called
Leadership Triangle, will have two goals-to
educate the future leaders of the Triangle area on
emerging problems-transportation, the environ-
ment, land use, and the like-"because so many of
the future issues will be regional in nature and not
distinct to just one community;" and second, "to
develop a network of ongoing relationships among
our community leaders so that 10 years from now
when we are facing  an issue  like water quality, we
will have a network of people who will know one
another, who will trust one another, and who will
be able to pick up the phone and say, `Let's talk.'
We just don't have that now."

Strengths and Weaknesses of
Leadership Programs

L eadership programs have had varying degrees
of impact upon their  communities and upon

their region. Questions invariably arise as to their
aims, as to the prospect for their success, and on
how they go about what they seek to do. There are
even questions about the nature of leadership.

  Are Leaders  Born  or Made?

Can leaders be created or developed? And
why is it important, anyway? Warren  Bennis, a
professor of business at the University of Southern
California and a nationally-acclaimed expert on
leadership, perceives a declining cadre of national
leaders, "an endangered species, caught in the
whirl of events and circumstances beyond rational
control." He says this lack of leadership is among
the world's top three problems. His short list of
worldwide worries includes war or nuclear acci-
dents, worldwide famine or disease, and finally
the "quality of the management and leadership of
our institutions."

Why is this such a problem? Because it's so
difficult to produce successful leaders. He writes,
"Billions of dollars are spent annually by and on
would-be leaders. Many major corporations offer
leadership development courses. . . . I would
argue that more leaders have been made by acci-

Leadership is action, not position.
- DONALD H. MCGANNON

dent, circumstance, sheer grit, or will than have
been made by all the leadership courses put to-
gether. Leadership courses can only teach skills.
They can't teach character or vision-and indeed
they don't even try. Developing character and
vision is the way leaders invent themselves."4

John Gardner also has reservations about
community leadership programs. "In these pro-
grams young potential leaders are exposed to ex-
periences designed to increase their understanding
of their own community and to enhance their
leadership capabilities. Just bringing such groups
together can be valuable in itself, particularly if
they are truly representative of all segments of the
community. Unfortunately, some of the programs
use up the time of the young people with fairly
low-grade show-and-tell activities of the sort that
led one observer to describe them as `meet the
sheriff' programs."5

Other critics say leadership programs are little
more than the baby boomer's version of the Lions
or Kiwanis or Junior Women's Clubs or the Junior
League, providing services to the community but
not really aiming at developing leaders. Still others
criticize the programs for being long on promise-
developing leadership-and short on delivery-
holding interminable  seminars  on community
programs and problems that the average citizen
ought to know about just by being attentive citizens
and participating in public life.

Leadership program managers concede that
may be one aspect to such programs, but they say
it's still a useful  introduction for many participants.
"One of the things we try to do is create awareness
of what is going on in the community," says
Fulbright of Leadership Raleigh. "It lets us get
participants to walk in other people's shoes-to sit
at a table in a soup kitchen, to ride in a police car,
to sit in a  classroom." By bringing together a
diverse group of existing leaders and potential
leaders, the program opens the eyes of both to
community problems and to possible  solutions.

"Is the true leader the lady who runs a home-
less shelter or someone else?" asks Fulbright.
"It's amazing  to me to see the number of people
who can run a big company but who have not
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really seen what is going on in the community in
areas like law enforcement ,  or health care, or hu-
man needs,  or education,  or children's needs. A
lot of these people have not worked the system and
they don' t know what the barriers are for people
who need help but don ' t get it."

  How Diverse Are Participants?

Most alumni of these programs feel they
have been a positive experience,  but that they need
to improve certain aspects of their operations. For
one thing ,  says Fulbright ,  involving minorities is a
key element to the success of the programs, but
recruiting blacks who can pay their way or who
can take time off from their businesses has been
difficult.  The programs are not cheap- some cost
up to  $ 1,500 - and scholarships have been insuf-
ficient to involve as many blacks as the programs
would prefer.  This has been one reason for the
creation of special leadership programs geared to
rising leaders in the black community. Challenge
Greensboro is a new program that attempts to
involve minorities in that city ,  and Focus on
Leadership is a Charlotte program that works with
Johnson C.  Smith University to identify potential
minority leaders and give them leadership skills.
In addition,  a number of urban leadership programs,
notably Leadership Winston-Salem,  have devel-
oped seminars on race relations that are reputed to
be stressful for participants but valuable in im-
proving community relations and understanding
among the races.

A recent national study shows how most
community leadership programs don't get nearly
enough minorities,  but they do a little better at
involving women.  The study by the National
Association of Community Leadership showed that
the gender of participants nationally  was 60 per-
cent male and 40 percent female,  but that 86.5
percent were white, only 10.3 percent were black,
and the remaining 3.2 percent were Hispanic, In-
dian,  or from other minority groups.  (In North
Carolina,  about 22 percent of the populace is black

When the best leader 's work is
done,  the people say, "We did it
ourselves."

- LAO-TZU

and about 52 percent female).  In addition, 84
percent of participants had college degrees; 78.8
percent were married ;  and 69 .7 percent made more
than $35 ,000 annually .  In other words ,  community
leadership programs are strongly populated by those
who are already likely to be in leadership positions."

St. John,  who is designing a new leadership
program for the Triangle area, believes that di-
versity among participants is the major problem of
many programs. " It is extremely important because
leadership needs to be defined extremely broadly.
There has been a tendency in the past to define
leadership in terms of business and the community
power structure,  but I think leadership exists also
in the neighborhoods ,  in the churches ,  in nonprofit
organizations ,  in government - elected and ap-
pointed and staff- and we are losing key elements
of knowledge and energy by limiting leadership to
the business community." Partly to make sure the
new leadership program is more inclusive, NCNB
and the Ford Foundation are underwriting some of
the costs of Leadership Triangle to provide schol-
arships and guarantee access. And the Institute of
Political Leadership in Wilmington pays all the
costs for participants,  so tuition costs are not a
barrier for that program.

  What Results From Leadership Programs?

Participants and alumni in these programs say
there are a number of benefits to them,  but that
many results are often intangible .  As Northington
puts it, "I don ' t know how you can have a tangible
result from an intangible program,  but there are
many benefits to the community."

Mary Hopper of Charlotte,  a public relations
consultant and a graduate of the Leadership Char-
lotte program ,  says, "If the program works well, it
challenges all your beliefs about what is important
in your state or community. If it works well, it
opens your eyes to new ways to make improvements
and new allies to accomplish them," and introduces
new people to help get those things done. "You
find bankers who probably never had a lot of
friends from nonprofit or public sector jobs," adds
Hopper. "It breaks down those barriers and opens
up our eyes to the problems, and the strengths, of
whatever the `other' sector is."

The point is, things get done .  A health clinic
for the needy is established. A transit authority is
set up.  An animal shelter problem is solved. And
perhaps more important, relationships are built
up that will last for years and which will be
instrumental in solving future problems - includ-
ing problems as yet unidentified, and perhaps for
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goals as yet undetermined. That brings up an-
other question.

  Leadership For What?

What exactly do communities and sponsoring
organizations and participants themselves want to
come out of a leadership program? Do they seek to
identify new leaders? If so, why do so many
programs tap people who already are leaders?
Miriam Clark and Frank Freeman, in a new book
published by the Center for Creative Leadership,
point out that leadership means different things to
different people' For leadership program partici-
pants, the definition can fall into four categories:
(1) leadership for civic participation; (2) leadership
for self-development; (3) leadership for organiza-
tional change and vision; and (4) leadership for
more effective organizations.

Suzanne Morse, a leadership expert with the
Kettering Foundation, says that leadership pro-
grams can cross the lines of these goals, but that
"clarity of purpose" is a key element in setting up
and carrying out leadership programs.' Above all,
she writes, most leadership programs do not claim
to be able to teach leadership, but "most do use
words like `enhance, develop and practice."'

Walt DeVries, executive director of the N.C.
Institute of Political Leadership, points out that
there's a very tangible benefit to local govern-
ments. "One key reason for community leadership
programs is to set up a cadre for appointments to
boards and councils on a local level," he says.
Graduates who have gone through a leadership
program, and who already know one another and
who are familiar with community programs and
community problems, make for good appointments
to such boards. But without leadership programs,
there would be a lack of appointees from diverse
backgrounds who already know one another. "You
force people together who otherwise would never,
never get together and communicate," notes
DeVries.

  Leadership or Management?

Another dimension of this same  question is
whether programs teach leadership  or management.
To many, there may be little distinction between
the two terms, but to others the difference between
the two is as wide as the Mississippi. Leadership
may be the quality that allows individuals to mo-
tivate others to take action or solve problems or
move in a certain direction, while management
may be the technical and personal skills necessary
to accomplish those ends once movement has be-

gun. For instance, the Institute of Government in
Chapel Hill concentrates more on education and
providing management information and less on
leadership skills. Likewise, Leadership Winston-
Salem does not emphasize leadership training at
all, but seeks to educate and to build networks of
leaders. On the other hand, the Center for Creative
Leadership is heavily involved in research and
training on how to develop leadership and how to
use simulated conditions to develop the leadership
skills of individuals going through its programs.

  Do Leadership Programs Create A New Elite?

All leadership programs are elitist because
they  choose  those who participate, writes Roberta
Miller, a leadership program consultant and an
editor of  National Civic Review.  "They create a
network not unlike the traditional old boy network,
with the essential difference being that the rules
have changed-inclusion is not based on powerful
family connections, political or corporate posi-
tion, wealth, being white, male, and over 55.
Traditional power brokers are integrated with mi-
norities, women, representatives from many pro-
fessions, small business interests, public sector
employees, nonprofit professionals, and union in-
terests. Creating an elite, even it it is diverse by
traditional standards, is always dangerous and
opens an organization to public criticism. Good
programs take such questions seriously. They
continue to ask, `Who isn't here and why?"''

Still, it's apparent that North Carolina com-
munities increasingly are finding community
leadership programs to be useful. Leadership
Asheville was helpful to Dershie McDevitt, who
participated in the program the year she was head
of the Junior League. She thinks the program has
not produced as many political leaders as one
might have expected, but believes it has succeeded
in involving more people in community affairs
and in developing personal relationships that have
been effective in attacking local problems on
countless occasions. "It was a wonderful oppor-
tunity to see trust grow between members of the
business community, nonprofit agencies, and others
in the community. It would have taken years and
years to build these networks without the help of
Leadership Asheville," says McDevitt. r
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